1. Calendar of Events

- Human Language Technology Conference (NAACL), Edmonton, Canada, May 27-June 1, 2003. Website: http://www.sims.berkeley.edu/research/conferences/naacl03/dates.html
- Athabascan Languages Conferences, Arcata, California, USA, 5-7 June, 2003. Website: http://www.uaf.edu/anlc/alc/
- Summer School in Universal Networking Language, IIT Mumbai, 5-13 June, 2003. E-mail: pb@cse.iitb.ernet.in
- NLD 03, 8th International Conference on Application of Natural Language to Information System, from June 23 - 25, Burg (Spreewald), Germany. Website: http://dbis-conference.informatik.tu-cottbus.de/nldb2003/
- Association for Computational Linguistics (ACL 2003), Sapporo Convention Center, SAPPORO, Japan July 7-12, 2003. Website: http://www.ec-inc.co.jp/ACL2003/

ACL 2003 - Associated Conferences

- 6th International Workshop on Information Retrieval with Asian Languages (IRAL2003), National Institute of Informatics, Japan.

ACL 2003 - Associated Workshops

- WS-1 Multilingual Summarization and Question Answering - Machine Learning and Beyond.
- WS-2 Natural Language Processing in Biomedicine.
- WS-3 The Lexicon and Figurative Language.
- WS-6 Second SIGHAN Workshop on Chinese Language Processing.
- WS-7 Multiword Expressions: Analysis, Acquisition and Treatment.
- WS-8 Linguistic Annotation: Getting the Model Right.
- WS-10 Towards a Resources Information Infrastructure.
- JHU summer workshop on Language Engineering, Baltimore, Maryland, USA, July 14 to Aug 22, 2003. Website: http://www.cis.jhu.edu/summer
- The XVIth International Conference on Historical Linguistics, University of Copenhagen, Denmark from 11th - 15th August 2003. Website: http://www.hum.ku.dk/iichl2003
- Adaptation of Automatic Learning Methods for Analytical and Inflectional Languages, Vienna, Austria, August 18-22, 2003. Website: http://www.logic.at/essli03
Website: http://www.logic.at/esslli03

The 4th Celtic Linguistic Conference, Selwyn College, University of Cambridge, UK From 1-3 September, 2003.
Website: http://privatewww.essex.ac.uk/~louisa/celtic/clc4.html

Website: http://www.symporg.ch/eurospeech/

Website: http://www-ualotts.let.uu.nl/conferences/Gala/gala_2003_homepage.htm

Website: http://www.baa1.org.uk/baa03call.htm

An International Conference on Text Speech and Dialogue, Czech Republic, September 8 – 11, 2003.
Website: http://www.kiv.zcu.cz/events/tsd2003/

Website: http://www.lml.bas.bg/ranlp2003/

Website: http://www.lisa.org/events/2003boston/index.html

3 Days National Seminar on Telugu Language, Center for ALTS, Univ. of Hyderabad, Hyderabad from 17-19 Sept., 2003.
Website: http://www.dil.org/announcement/ltt2.html

Website: http://www.mt-summit.org

Website: http://www.ismal.is/Radstefna2003ENS.html

Website: http://gate.ac.uk/conferences/iswc2003/

Website: http://lrc.csis.ul.ie/

Website: http://www.lang-tech.org/

Website: http://www.ftsm.ukm.my/ICADL2003/

Website: http://www.iitl.net/conferences/icon2003.html

Unicode Related Meetings & Events

UTC # 96/ L2 # 193, Pleasanton, CA, USA, Aug. 25-28 2003.
IUC # 24, Atlanta GA, Sept. 3-5 2003.
IRG #22 Guilin, China.
Unicode Workshop, Hosted by Technology Development for Indian Languages (TDIL) Programme of Department of Information Technology, Govt. of India, at Park Hotel, New Delhi, India, Sept 24-26, 2003.
UTC #97/L2 #194 Annual Members Meeting, Hosted by John Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD, Nov 4-7, 2003.
Website: http://www.unicode.org/unicode/timesens/calendar.html
Note: Indicates conferences in India.